
Another Day in Debt 

 

 

There is no symptom 

of buttons and miscreants 

as we chance 

 

on national weakness— 

one fourth a Rome 

impervious to bosses 

 

comes-up economizing, 

staffed by tantric sultanas 

in clawhammer jackets 

 

judging adjectives  

to swoop frozen to the toes 

of those dim-glimmed 

 

by rope-ring assignations. 

Over-hill assemblies 

try to reverse the again process 

 

but rotten to the pockets 

get fat off Army buses 

thick with the depictions 

 

of agents shod in shadow. 

I’m unevening the dark 

to do my best Jefferson in, 

 

extorting orchards 

of their churr, 

hurtling mosses 

 

as cameras capture 

boarding-house sins 

that in movies return 

 

murderous while paranoid eyes 

get scritched in wallpapers 

the color of dividends. 

 



Casebook Entry #s 85-89 

 

 

My eye-level sed the usual pumps  

gone all Smeegly w/ their ducats 

but there was nothing 

but growl from the pubs 

so I dug thru papyrus… 

 

* 

 

A Sneak deemed “Furnace” by the DaDa— 

counta he likes to cig  

he who don’t follow  

his Hammurabi— 

got the spot 

but buttoned buttons 

even when we spun  

his thirty three and a third. 

 

 * 

 

Gammed 

w/ a narco who’d has that he’d heeled 

some gospelled franklins 

out of a Furnace work. 

 

The ev-chain was Iraqqed from the getgo…   

 

* 

 

The whole 

lip-bank is ykk’d up tight 

clear to White Town. 

 

Even the Jim-jims 

don’t have their owls out. 

 

* 

 

It’s turning head case— 

the fingers have skipped— 

 

gotta close this tongue 

& dbl click another… 

 



On the Take 
 “I know a man who once stole a ferris wheel” — Dashiell Hammett  

 

 

Eastside aristos 

cook anxiety data 

and banjax 

the downtowns 

we do our best Americas in. 

 

Banking on stunts, 

papers funny 

with what-not 

all their signals 

so much bad radio 

their every last grasp   

a scheme to keep  

getting us got. 

 

But at flag-set 

there’s trouble 

we see fit to start 

though we’ve been  

melted out with winds 

baked in states’ 

capitals that don’t 

quite go with us 

 

keeping up the big 

as our lives 

tick along 

to kinds of time 

not made on watches. 

 

 

 



 

 

Here 

 

awkward monsters complain, “There’s a wheel for everything!”   

 

doctors sweetly clasp blue X-rays: thin lids with which light boxes close their eyes 

 

you’ve become a stupid hint for brutes who favor doom to little girls’ pretend ballet 

(“Their toes will never hurt, thank God.”) 

 

Here this future unfurls before us: a devious cruise of hands 

 

your past cartwheels mutter, “Find the good grasses.  Spin with the apparatus of galaxies” 

 

we slow the hooked hunt and find, in our paladin’s wet sand, a yawning form sodden in 

the sudden fold, tuck, fold of the waves 

 

they look to the two thousand ways we see comets shed emeralds and bumblebees 

 

Here you should listen to the two thousand words we use to scold ghosts; only then will 

you feel humans being human 

 

Here germs are too interesting 

 

the egg-eating snakes worm half-way to the world almost as done as the planets we’re 

digging into 

 

sailors no longer make their cases to queens 

 

Here there’s a price on our ears and here 

 

the birds belong to the bottom of forests and Earth’s weird assembly dotes on lights that 

glare back without expression 



Socialist Surrealism 

 

 

I got fifteen doubts 

’bout the sinecures 

in my mind, planted 

vermillion gambollers 

who keep coming out 

of one small Trabant 

that left me right 

where I thought 

I was going. An ideal 

painting fell flat 

from its problems 

with a sky. Isothermal 

Baedekers point out 

the worst museums 

that’ll display anything 

for a damn. Their door- 

ways have it in for  

my shoulders, so to hell 

with their antiquities, 

I’m blotting them out 

of my books of false  

ideologies, wretched  

as that is. My globe spins 

like a dizzy toon and full 

of human feel it yells 

“I don’t care how much 

you know me!” and orbits 

me a final time. My social 

sphere just shrunk by one 

and the clues I’m closin’ 

in on all point my way 

as if I could be guilty  

of botching the placement 

of the canton. 

 
 


